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Sue and I often sit around bouncing ideas off of one another. Especially at the first of a new week
as we begin to try to figure out a sermon again. However, for me at least, a new sermon every week
is nothing compared to having to come up with a newsletter by the deadline and have it be fresh
and not reproach any of my sermons.
We agree about a great many things, Sue and I but not always, and when that happens we struggle
to figure out the way through it.
As I sit here writing it is the day after my second covid shot, and I am lucky enough to be one of
those who has a strong reaction. I hurt all over and from toe to head. Now I also know many people who have had no reaction, and many in between the two extremes. We all had the same experience but for us to try to tell anyone what it is like would be almost impossible.
I imagine it was very much like that for the apostles during that Easter week in Jerusalem. That is
probably why we have such differing stories about the event, one saw it one way another missed a
part and still another just can’t get his head around the whole thing.
We all know there are 4 gospels, did you know that the only story all 4 share in common is the
Easter story. For example Mark and John don’t record the birth, in fact John’s gospel is almost
completely different from the others.
In Matthew, Mary and the other Mary go to the garden and hear the stone rolled away, an angel appears and they return home encountering Jesus on their way. Mark says that Salome was with the two Marys and when they arrived the
stone was all ready back and an angel was sitting in the tomb. Jesus doesn’t make an appearance until later in the story. Luke says it was a group of women Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James, Joanna and the others. The tomb
is open but there are two angels inside. They tell Peter who runs to the tomb, and Jesus appears on the road to Emmaus. Then John tells us it was Mary Magdalene alone who went then brought back two disciples, Peter and the beloved disciple (assumed to be John) They run in and find the tomb empty, but when Mary looks in there are two angels. Jesus appears but she doesn’t recognize him.
So many differences, big differences, it is almost possible to think they are talking about different events, yet they are
not. How can they get it so differently? Because each person involved experienced it differently. Seeing the same thing
doesn’t mean that we tell the same story. Certain things catch one person’s eye, someone emphasizes something that
others don’t. It is the humanity of the stories that they are different.
As we celebrate Easter it is important to remember this truth. We all see it differently. That doesn’t mean someone is
right and someone is wrong, it just means we are different. We read all four gospels because they each teach us something different about the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, and we do well to listen to people who have a different
perspective from ours because we can learn something about the deep and unending mystery that is faith.
Peace and Grace,
Pastor Rick

Prayer List:
Men and women who protect us and our freedoms.
Joy Bagwell (George Gullis’s niece)
Brianna Nicole (Christine’s daughters)
Allan Dickinson
Betty Foor
Loren Hughes
Jocelyn
Diane Lamphear
Barbara Maley
Marty March
Laureen Mitchell
C. Arthur Pearson (Kim Bigelow’s father)
Millie Ritter
Anita Smith
Irene Winnie (Sandy E’s aunt)

Barbara Connor (Jean Sullivan’s friend)
Clifford Dibble (Anita Smith’s son)
George Dunbar
Betty Helmer
Julie Hulser & granddaughter
Dr. Aimee, (Lesa’s friend)
Christine Lawrence
Kim Maley
Joan Matteson
Pat Moylan
Anne Reynolds
Marian Skinner (Donna Pritchard’s mother)
Jane Smithson (Lynne O’s mother)

April Worship responsibilities
April 4 (Easter) George Gullis, Lynn Backus, Sue Backus, Don Lamphear
April 11: George Gullis, Steve Getman, Lynn Backus
April 18: George Gullis, Lynn Backus, Lesa Decker
April 25: George Gullis, Lynn Backus

If you are interested in the Sunday morning ritual of taking temps & overseeing folks signing in for
contact tracing, please let the office or Diane Lamphear know.
Helpers should arrive by 10am to receive their assignment for the day.

CLASS ACT PARTICIPANTS:
MIS Notes:

One Great Hour of Sharing donations will "officially" be collected on Palm Sunday, March
28th. If it slipped your mind,
or you left it on the kitchen table, do not despair. We
will continue to take up any/all
donations after that date for a
few weeks. There's still time
to make a difference.

Get ready to start your engines!! Our official start up date is
Monday, May 3rd. We will keep the 9 and 10 meeting times
for now. Hopefully, most of you have had the opportunity to
get both your Covid vaccines. Unless otherwise amended,
we'll keep the 6-1/2 foot distance with the chairs; come in one
door and out the other, and keep our masks on, covering the
mouth as well as the nose. I will continue to do the before and
after class cleaning of all surfaces that we may come in contact with. Remember we can only fit 20 people in the basement with the distance guidelines. I'll begin to reach out to
everyone on my phone list to see what times they prefer. If
needed and enough of you respond, I will create an 11:0011:45 class as well. I can't wait to see all of you!! ")

Community Outreach Free Dinner

Free Dinner will be served on the following Thursdays: 4/8 & 4/29 from 5:30 – 6:30. Dinner will consist of soup,
sandwich, dessert, water, & coffee.
On 3/18/21 we served a free dinner with 10 in attendance. Folks who attended asked if and when we would be having another dinner. This is a time of need for all of us. I am excited as are many others to start nourish the souls of
our community with a hot meal, fellowship and Godly love.
IMPORTANT MESSAGE: We continue to practice social distancing and disinfecting. Please join us if/when you feel
comfortable.
Peace & Blessings
Christine Lawrence
Community Outreach Mission Leader

COME TO THE TABLE
FREE DINNER

APRIL 8 THURSDAY & APRIL 29 THURSDAY
5:30PM – 6:30PM
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
90 MORGAN ST. ILION NY 315-894-2070
Visit: www.ilionpresbyterian.com
On Facebook at First Presbyterian Church
DINNER
DESSERT
WATER/COFFEE
EVERYONE IS WELCOME
COME AS YOU ARE
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